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Waypoint Creator Product Key is designed for Windows users. It uses Microsoft's Virtual Earth (VES)
engine for map display and handling. This engine provides full support for 3D maps. A new waypoint
can be created by clicking a map location. The created waypoint is automatically added to your
route. For each created waypoint, two additional GPX files are created. These files are named
waypoint.gpx and waypoint.xml. They contain two lines: the location of the waypoint and its ID. You
can save the created waypoints in a text file, a GPX XML file, or as GPX file for input into other GPS-
oriented applications. Main Features: 1) Easy to use. You can create waypoints by simply clicking
locations on the map. The points will be automatically added to the route. 2) Support for Virtual
Earth. You can display your waypoints using the standard zoom and scroll functions of the Map
Control. 3) Support for GPX files. You can save waypoints into GPX format for input into other GPS-
related applications. 4) Waypoint ID. The waypoint ID appears as a new column in the 'Waypoints'
tab when you open a GPX file that was created using this version. 5) Spatial Indices. The waypoints
can be filtered by distance, by location, by elevation, etc. 6) Standard data. The waypoints can be
filtered by altitude, latitude, longitude, date, etc. 7) Standard control and zoom. The map is
automatically centered on the selected location when you create a new waypoint. The map is
automatically zoomed to the selected location. 8) Support for labels. You can add waypoint labels to
the map and/or the waypoints. The labels appear on the map when you select a waypoint. You can
also click on a waypoint in order to display the corresponding waypoint labels in a separate window.
9) Colors. You can choose colors to be used in waypoint labels. 10) Colors. You can choose colors to
be used in waypoint IDs. 11) Symbols. You can add symbols to the map and waypoints. You can use
the icon and text formats. 12) Waypoint Notes. You can add notes to each waypoint. The notes are
saved to the waypoint ID for future reference. 13) Date. You can view a waypoint history with the
most recent way
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Keyboard Macro record/playback Play the recorded macros in a sequence (do not play macros when
a macro is on) Step forward/backward: press [left/right] Stop play: press [esc] Show all macros:
press [f3] Record a macro: press [enter] Load a macro: press [c] KEYMACRO Usage: - Press [f3] to
load/start a new Macro - Hold the mouse over the white box to record a new macro - When a Macro
is played, it will appear as a highlighted block in white - To step to the next macro: press [left/right] -
To play the Macro, press [Enter] - To stop the play, press [esc] - To stop recording a new macro,
press [c] - To replay the last played Macro, press [Enter] - To delete a Macro, press [f2] - To go to the
next Macro, press [left/right] - To go to the previous Macro, press [esc] - To go back a step, press
[f3] MACRO QUICKNOURKEditor Description: - Macro can be used to trigger a short or long nurks
(automatically detected) - Macro can also be used to restart nurks (when you go out of the waypoint)
MACRO QUICKNOURKEditor Usage: - Select a shortcut key to trigger the Macro - Set a short or
long nurk, and configure the trigger point to exit the nurk (using the drop down menu) - Select the
Macro to record (using the drop down menu) - Press [Enter] to play the Macro - You can continue to
press [Enter] to play the Macro, until you reach the end (where the Macro will stop automatically) -
To stop recording a Macro, press [esc] - You can delete a Macro by selecting it and pressing [Delete]



MACRO QUICKNURKEditor Usage: - Choose a short or long nurk, and configure the trigger point
(using the drop down menu) - Select the Macro to record (using the drop down menu) - Press [Enter]
to play the Macro - You can continue to press [Enter] to play the Macro, until you reach the end
(where 2edc1e01e8



Waypoint Creator

Waypoint Creator is a simple way to add waypoints to the Windows 7 GpsNavigator program. It
creates waypoints based on GPS coordinates. You can save them as a text file, or export them to a
GPX format for input to other GPS applications. You can even open and edit the GPX file directly
with the free GPX editor. Description: Waypoint Creator is a simple way to add waypoints to the
Windows 7 GpsNavigator program. It creates waypoints based on GPS coordinates. You can save
them as a text file, or export them to a GPX format for input to other GPS applications. You can even
open and edit the GPX file directly with the free GPX editor. PilotCoPilot is an enhanced Windows
Gps Navigator program. It will open *.gpx files, and show all the waypoints and tracks in a new
GpsMap interface, or convert *.gpx to *.dat format for loading into a Garmin GPS. And PilotCoPilot
has a built in converter for converting *.gpx to *.dat for Garmin MapSource and City Navigator.
PilotCoPilot Description: PilotCoPilot is a new enhanced Windows GPS Navigator program. It can
open *.gpx files, and show all the waypoints and tracks in a new GpsMap interface, or convert *.gpx
to *.dat format for loading into a Garmin GPS. And PilotCoPilot has a built in converter for
converting *.gpx to *.dat for Garmin MapSource and City Navigator. GPO is a powerful GPS Logger.
It can create tracks and waypoints, save/load tracks as *.gpx files, and export/import tracks into
Garmin, Google, or Garmin Tracks, Waypoints & Tracks. GPO Description: GPO is a powerful GPS
Logger. It can create tracks and waypoints, save/load tracks as *.gpx files, and export/import tracks
into Garmin, Google, or Garmin Tracks, Waypoints & Tracks. Airtrack GPS Logger is a powerful
Windows GPS Logger. It can create tracks and waypoints, save/load tracks as *.gpx files, and
export/import tracks into Garmin, Google, or Garmin Tracks, Waypoints & Tracks. Airtrack
Description: Airtrack GPS Logger is a powerful Windows GPS Logger. It can create tracks and
waypoints, save/load tracks as *.gpx files,
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What's New In?

* Waypoints from Microsoft Virtual Earth display on a flat world map, not your local area. *
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Waypoints may be named whatever you like, whether it makes sense or not. * Save a GPX or text file
with your waypoints. * Each waypoint can be up to 12 characters in length. * Waypoints are created
as $GPWPL sentences, which can be validated by the Microsoft GPX validator. * Use GPX directly for
printing and offline applications. * Use GIS data directly for online applications like Google Maps,
Yahoo Maps, etc. * Waypoints that are automatically added to your route are shown in yellow. *
Waypoints can be set to autopark on arrival. * Waypoints can be set to turn based on arrival or
destination. Installation: * For XP 32/64 bit: * Extract the zip file to a folder of your choice * Run the
exe * Click the waypoint you want to create. * Optionally, click the settings button, and then click the
info tab, to access the application settings dialog. * In the File section, select your saved GPX or text
file. * In the map section, click "validate". * In the map section, click "save". * Click "add waypoints".
More details: The map display is centered on the user's current position. In order to view a different
map, select "edit map" from the settings tab. To see your own waypoints, select "list waypoints". To
use a different GPX file, select "select GPX file". To use a different map, select "select map". To use a
different map and GPX file, select "select map and GPX file". To use a different GPX file and a
different map, select "select map and GPX file". The waypoints will be displayed in yellow. The map
can be zoomed in on or out of by double clicking the mouse. Each waypoint can be resized, but it
must be resized at a scale of 1:1. Disclaimer: All trademarks, copyrights and trade names of the
respective owners and their companies are the property of their respective owners and may not be
used. "Interact with waypoints" is for reference purposes only, and does not imply any endorsement
or support of the product(s) or company(s) mentioned. Tools Share About the Author nate nate OS X,
LLC nate OS X, LLC I have a post-graduate degree in computer science and have been programming
for more than 25 years. I have created all manner of applications on both Mac OS X and Linux
platforms. My background is in commercial and



System Requirements:

OS: Windows 7/8/10 (64bit) Windows 7/8/10 (64bit) Processor: Intel Core i5-3330, AMD Phenom II
X3 2.0GHz Intel Core i5-3330, AMD Phenom II X3 2.0GHz Memory: 4GB RAM 4GB RAM Graphics:
GeForce GTX 580, Radeon HD 7870 (2GB VRAM) 1280x1024 1600x900 1920x1080 2560x1440 3840
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